Semantic Model - 30 September 2013

Attendees:
Paul Henerlau (Sharp),
Paul Tykodi (TCS),
Bill Wagner (TIC),
Ira McDonald (High North),
Daniel Manchala (Xerox).

Charter will go to the Steering Committee (Paul to post it to the SC) and then shown at the next F2F meeting.

High priority items to work within the SM.

Finish the Print Job Mapping Document version 1 To JDF To MSPS

Print Job Mapping Document version 2 needs to incorporate the following:

Mapping to DMTF CIM (Common Information Model) -- simple work (Ira to work with Rick Landau, previously from Dell), add properties from the CIM print job, MOF (managed object format eq. to SNMP - SMI the modeling language similar to XML).

Mapping to AFP IPDS

Thanks,
Daniel.